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INSIDE THIS REPORT: 

 Comparisons by Year 

 Noise Reports by Month  

 Reports by Type of Noise 

 Daily Jet Noise Profile  

 Reports Of Noise by Hour of the Day 

 Maps of Report Locations 

 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts 

*The San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/  was developed and approved by the County Council to 

enable San Juan County residents to have a reliable source for recording and tracking their comments and complaints about jet noise from Naval Air Station 

Whidbey Island. Reporting began on May 15, 2014; data has been analyzed for this report since January 2015. 

Jet Noise Reports: May, June 2019 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The ROARING, SCREAMING, BOOMING JET 

NOISE from Naval Air Station Whidbey Island 

continues.* 

Since the Navy added 36 more EA-18G Growler jets at Whidbey 
Island, extreme noise events have increased dramatically. Not 
surprisingly, our neighbors in Coupeville have been bombarded 
with noise as the Navy added more carrier training to the 
Outlying Field (OLF). 
 
We are also experiencing an increase in jet noise over San Juan 
County. Looking at the chart on page 2, citizens reported about 
1200 jet noise events every year from 2015 to 2018 during 
January to June. This year, reports jumped up to 2196, an 
increase of 83 percent! Most of the increase was in one month - 
January (page 3).  
 
 
 

 
Our region is suffering from collateral damage as military activity increases.  
 

Some residents have instruments that measure the decibels inside their home, as seen in 

a number of the comments. Noise level is measured in decibels, with lawn mowers 

producing around 90 dB. This is louder than traffic noise -- which averages around 80 dB. 

As seen in reports now and over the past years,   Growler jets are producing anywhere 

from 60 to 118 dBA inside homes. 

As you read the comments, beginning on page 9, you can see that many of them refer to 

multiple noise incidents in a single report. A report is only counted once despite the 

internal reference to multiple incidents, or a full day or evening of noise.  Thus, the 

number of noise incidents is actually much larger than the number of reports.  

The noise complaints by residents beginning on page 9 tell the human story. Read them. 

They are written by your constituents and neighbors.  

http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/
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For example, in June 2019, 344 comments were recorded, describing 344+ noise incidents.  

Some reports describe several noise incidents in a single report. 
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By way of example, this chart presents the number of noise reports by day for the past 12 months.  As seen in this chart, there are many days when 

the noise is so excessive that there are many reports. Interspaced are days with fewer reports. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” 

significantly underestimating of the impact of jet noise.  There is no "average" level of noise. 
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For example, reports submitted reporting noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Some reports do not include 

a specific time.  For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance; otherwise time is indicated as Not Available (N/A).  

Again, note that there are hours of varying noise incidents. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating 

of the impact of jet noise.  There is no "average" level of noise. 
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Picture of San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting Map as of June 13, 

2019.  This map is reduced to fit this page.  Thus the reproduction of 

the red dots, which signify noise reports, minimizes the apparent 

number of reports.  At the time this map was copied, there were 287 

dots, representing the reports accumulated over the past 30 days. 
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This map, retrieved from the SJC website on June 30, 2019, uses dots to represent all reports received since 2014, 

numbering 13,502. Dots cover more dots. It must be noted that over the years there have been self-reports from 

some people who use the website but are not strong keyboard users, that they do not always correctly indicate 

the precise location of the noise heard when entering their report. 
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Comments Submitted with April, May 2019 

Reports 

11:04pm.  A sudden loud burst of jet noise. Startled me. South 

end of Lopez.  There has been rumbling most of the evening from 

Whidbey, but this time a jet seemed to get much closer. 

Jet roaring in the skies.  Very loud.  Annoying. 

11:08pm.  More roaring from Whidbey. 

Because the tv is off and we are quietly preparing for bed, the 

rumbling of jets is very evident.  Sounds like a coal train, like 

heavy trucks on the road, like thunder.  And now there is more jet 

noise overhead. IT is well after 11pm!!!!! 

Having been awakened earlier by a loud jet overhead, disturbed 

again by more jet noise activity overhead.  Obviously the Navy 

does not think we (a) sleep, and (b) sleep with windows open. 

Alternatively, the Navy does not care. Hmmmmm. 

S Lopez: steady Growler ROARING - 68 decibels 

S lopez: Yet another LOUD overflight - 80.8 decibels. 

numerous growlers flying over north end of Lopez Island all 

afternoon. The noise is amplified because of the cloud cover and 

rain. 

S Lopez: Huge MORNING BLAST from the Growlers 

Very loud and low. I may have been able to read numbers with 

binoculars that's how close it was. 

S Lopez: Walking and feeling harassed by Growler noise 

S Lopez: 75 decibels  - walking - very disruptive and loud 

9:05am, May 31.  LOUD LOUD LOUD shrieking and roaring jet overhead.  Mud Bay.  Ear 

shattering. 

Sperry on Lopez: 69.1 decibels - overflight 

9:56am, June 14.  INCREDIBLY LOUD roaring and screaming growler jet directly above us.  

Mud Bay, Lopez. HIDEOUS. Drowns out everything.  Need ear protection. 

S Lopez: Still walking 9:20am - 9:30am Solid noise. 

Watmough Head Road, Lopez: 62.8 decibels 

S Lopez: 64.7 decibels in the house. 

S Lopez: 72.6 decibels  in the house 

S Lopez:  65 - 75 decibels Still trying for a quiet morning walking. 

10:08am.  MORE roaring from NASWI.  Ruining a peaceful morning.  We may as well live 

next to a SeaTac runway.  Is that how our legislators view San Juan County?  They are 

throwing us away. 

Now we have yet ANOTHER Screaming jet over our head.  The noise blasts into our home.  

If outside our hearing would be damaged. So, San Juan County is now a war zone?  Nice 

tourist headline. I don't invite friends or family to Lopez anymore. 

S Lopez: The noise begins again. 

Watmough Head Road, Lopez: 68.6 decibels 

S Lopez:  Walking with Growler s screaming overhead.  Hideous. 

Do you know that it is 10:23 PM and NASWI is still sending jet noise our way?  No way I 

could sleep, so I am up now, typing this report. When will this stop? When will legislators 

do something to control the Navy?Loud jet roar over south Lopez. 

Low persistent roaring all morning. Was going to spend time recording in my sound 

studio. No go because of noise. 
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S Lopez:  11:27am - Overflight - 83.6 decibels in the house.  

Everything shaking. 

Jet roaring over South Lopez.  Noise echoing around the air. 

Why do they have to do this over populated areas??? Kids woke 

up crying!!! 

S Lopez: 68.6 decibels in the house 

S Lopez: Walking  - Overflights  - ruining what was a peaceful 

walk. 

S Lopez: 12noon - 1:10pm  LOUD INTRUSIVE GROWLER ROARS. 

S Lopez: 64.8 decibels 

Right overhead, low, loud, disruptive!!!! 

S Lopez: 60.8 decibels 

S Lopez: 61.6 decibels - no FCLP's scheduled for Ault Field. Our 

noise today is apparently the to and from between Ault and OLF 

S Lopez: Overflight - 78.6 decibels 

Impossible to enjoy Washington Park in Anacortes, all morning 

with episodic loud tinny roar, occasional burst of earsplitting din, 

and much more distant creepy thunder.  My blood pressure is 

increased rather than lowered after a walk in the woods- 

South Lopez.  Excessive jet noise above us.  Jet is ROARING over 

us.  Characteristic growler noise in that it goes on and on and on 

and on and on and on.....  Still roaring. 

S Lopez: 76.8 decibels in the house. 

Another loud growler overhead.  Shrieking and roaring.  Mud Bay. 

S Lopez: 82.6 decibels in the house - OVERFLIGHT low and loud. 

For at least 10 minutes now the noise is nonstop. Is this in retaliation for my noise report 

earlier today???? 

Growler extremely long loud, had to stop conversation. 

Multiple fly overs of Cattle Pass across Lopez. Had to stop what I was doing to see what 

was going on. 

Ear splitting 

S Lopez: 1:46pm - 70.5 decibels 

S Lopez: 72.6 decibels in the house 

multiple fly overs disrupting activities. 

"Stop abusing us with your noise!!! 

Stop treating us Lopezians and the creatures in the sea like DIRT! WE DIDN'T SIGN AWAY 

OUR RIGHTS FOR PEACE AND QUIET!!!" 

Jet noise all day long. Wearing. A military that thinks it has to harm Americans' health to 

keep Americans safe is not thinking clearly. YOU'RE NOT KEEPING US SAFE, YOU'RE 

HARMING PEOPLE'S MENTAL & COGNITIVE HEALTH. 

Low flyby over strait between Lopez and SJI. Clouds amplified sounds. We don't want you 

here! 

S Lopez: 75 decibels in the house 

S Lopez: 65 - 75 decibels 

Excruciatingly loud jets today. Ear shattering. 

S Lopez:2:40pm - 3:27pm Steady Growler noise and overflights. 
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2 military jets in formation flying low over south end of Lopez. 

Extremely loud, have to stop what I'm doing because the Navy 

owns the skies. 

Loud jets over our home � 

Growler circling low over land, whole south end of island. 

Deafening. This is just plain evil. 

S Lopez: 89.4 decibels - overflight. 

Loud rumble of jet activity in the sky.  Sounds like thunder.  

Annoying. 

May 24.  LOUD Navy jet overhead.  The roar continues to swirl 

and swirl....Still reverberating.  ... Now we are getting the roar as 

it (probably) disappears in the distance.  Distracting. 

What's going on.  Now we've got ANOTHER jet roaring overhead.  

Is one just circling around over us, or is there a line of them just 

waiting to terrorize us?  The noise just keeps going!  GO AWAY! 

Jet roaring is intruding into the afternoon. Low rumble from jet 

activity a bit to the south, I think.  The noise distracts me from 

what I am doing.  Sort of like PTSD, which I have built up over the 

past several years from the intrusive jet roaring. 

Again Multiple flights - this time there was an Orca pod in the 

area and they left right away (chased?) I can't imagine what the 

aerial above water noise is doing to them. This has to stop. 

S Lopez: Growler overflight - low- 76.8 decibels 

S Loepz: 68.6 decibels - Growler overflight - low - 12 miles from 

Ault. 

S Lopez: 72.6 decibels  - Growler overflight - low and loud! 

Did not see but it sounded like it was right over head. 

So loud it’s really scary for our dog. 

Lopez School: 2 Growlers in formation. Hugely LOUD! 

Loudest ever.  I am in the house and it sounded like 3 or 4 jets at one time and the noise 

went on a long time.  So loud that my heart was racing - rumbling still going on now but 

not as loud. 

S Lopez: Overflight - 86.2 decibels in the house 

Way louder then the ferry engines. 2 minutes later could still here it 

So loud and why over the Village??? It is always unnerving. 

Vibrations, rumbles too. My cats scattered for shelter. Can you please tell me why you are 

flying directly over my home? 

Loud growler, persisted for 10 minutes 

Too loud for a conversation. What are flying over Shaw for. Are you lost? 

S Lopez: Another overflight  - Low and LOUD - 78.3 decibels - we are 12 miles from Ault. 

S Lopez: 3rd overflight in 20 minutes.  Very loud - everything rattling. 

2 Fly overs of Lopez by Fuel tankers 

S Lopez: 78.3 decibels in the house  - everthing shaking. 

S Lopez: 68.6 decibels 

Where’s the court that handles peacetime atrocities? These flights are indeed an 

atrocity!! 

Blasted during dinner. Had o go inside to escape some of the ear shattering jet noise. 

S Lopez: Growler overflight 60.8 decibels 
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S Lopez: LOUD BLASTS from 8:30pm - 9:19pm  FINALLY QUIET 

AROUND MIDNIGHT. Totally crazy-making. 

Growlers continuing all evening. Pack it up, kids. Time to go to 

bed. This is harmful to our health. 

"This lasted until midnight 

How do you expect get a 7 yo to sleep under these conditions!!!!  

The continual vibrations and noise are internally very disruptive 

even to adults!" 

Chadwick Marsh, Lopez: 91.1 decibels. hugely loud and no way to 

get away from the noise. 

S Lopez: 72.6 decibels  in the house 

The whole house and grounds vibrate. This has been going on all 

day. You are not keeping us safe but are instead endangering 

health & well-being of local ecosystems & global climate.  You are 

harming us! 

S Lopez: 68.4 decibels in the house - 12 miles from Ault. 

S Lopez: 70.8 decibels in the house 

Continuous blasts of noise, this doesn't stop, has been going on 

for several minutes, lots of loud noise. So much for trying to go to 

sleep. Constant roar. 

Woken from a dead sleep by the sound of Ea18G Growler tearing 

the sky in two- continues noise with no break for 10 min so far- 

from extremely loud to background roar- egregious, harmful, 

ruinous and unnecessary 

Still the roar continues. This is loud, more than something one 

can ignore. And it keeps going constantly. Torture. 

And the roar goes on. It doesn't stop. This is cruel to those of us trying to live here. Will 

they ever turn off the engine tests? Looking forward to the weekend, they skip flying and 

testing on weekends. Peace and quiet for tourists. 

9:45 pm and continuous Growler roaring. How are local communities supposed to get to 

sleep??? 

It's 10 pm and the jets are still howling. Have been roaring off and on all day. Enough! You 

are terrible neighbors to be encroaching on our sleep this way. 

ground shaking rumbling while trying to get to sleep for a workday....Iran? $21 Trillion 

Missing? Patent for Zero Energy devises that do not generate this noise? Why torture us 

with this noise for no reason? Domiance and control? 

S Lopez: HUGE BLAST - woke us up. Probably the Growlers returning from OLF. They don't 

know how to fly home quietly. 

Growler rumbles shook the house at 2232, 2240 &2242. Not conducive to sleep.  Would it 

help to tell the Navy that wealthy GOP donors live out this way?  How is it necessary to 

the defense of freedom to fly over at 2230 on a week night? 

Low fly overs by jets had to stop to see what is going on. Why is Lopez on their flight 

path? 

Whole house vibrating. You’re disrupting ground, air, people & whole ecosystem at 10:30 

pm. Unacceptable. Not what a military focused on protecting life or property would do. 

S Lopez: 10:37pm, 10:39pm HUGE INVASIVE ROARS AND BLASTS. 

Noise lasts for several minutes, fades, then resumes 

Very loud jet suddenly roars into our home.  Sounds like it is cruising by the front yard.  

Long roaring, and then finally a WHAM as it moves away.  Typical growler roar. 

Noise started around 9 pm and still going as we approach midnight 
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We’re trying to sleep here! If you need to fly in darkness, use a 

base further south where there’s more hours of darkness. 

11:39pm, May 28. Awakened by what I though was a jet aiming 

for our roof.  Huge roaring of jet above us.  Roar was loud and 

lasted a long time, as is usual for a growler.  Sleep very much 

disturbed!!!! 

Why do they have to do this over populated areas?? Kids woke up 

crying!!! Went on until midnight!!!! 

MIDNIGHT!!! STILL FLYING!!!  IT HAS BEEN CONTINUOUS ALL 

EVENING!!! 

It's almost midnight and you're still torturing us with noise! This 

noise is harmful to our health and well-being! 

You could not see the planes because it was overcast.  However, 

they woke me up which is becoming pretty common.  When 

there is cloud cover we seem to get more noise. 

Dsruptive noise multiple times this morning with jet within sight. 

Disrupted peaceful evening reading. The jets have been traveling 

overhead all day from all directions. I can see the jets close 

enough that I could draw a detailed picture. 

"super loud jets overhead 

hurt my ears as I was in my garden" 

"extremely loud and vibration. 

working outside and had to put on ear protection.  disturbing" 

"very loud and disturbing 

going on throughout the day" 

"This was one of the loudest most disturbing day in months!  The jets were so loud that it 

hurt my ears, stressed me out and made me feel threatened.  The house rumbled. 

They must have been flying low and they were flying often." 

"very loud and disturbing. 

working outside and we could not talk to each other - too loud." 

stupid-ass jets are back, and so is my anxiety 

continuous noise. 

I was shocked by how low and loud the growlers flew over today! they are absolutely 

awful! 

Roaring off and on during the day today and also earlier this week, sometimes late at 

night. The noise is intense and disturbing, it drowns out ALL other sounds. Terrible noise, 

distressing noise. 

Kayaking in the area this week. What's all this jet noise? It ruins being in the San Juans. 

The vibration is intense, it's got to affect wildlife as much as it does people. Crazy to allow 

roaring jets in a place where people come for peace and quiet 

S Lopez: Terrible ROAR at midnight. We all know the Growlers are capable of flying more 

quietly. Why not be a good neighbor in the middle of the night?! 

S Lopez: 12:05am - noise is finally over for the day - Started at 12:59pm - Ended at 

12:05am 

It's now 2:10 and there has been continuous loud roar from at least 4 different flights 

overhead. 

Low, slow, dirty. Super loud. 

Extremely loud even in the house! 
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This may be ANOTHER jet afteer the one that just went over.  Is it 

circling our area? 

S Lopez: Steady roars, 8:30am - 12:25pm. Sounds like FCLP's. 

None scheduled until night. 

S Lopez: The day of noise begins with rumbles and vibrations - 60 

decibels 

Roar and vibration lasting over a minute 

2nd Growler noise to the east of Lopez. At 8:51 am still hearing 

the rumbly roar to the east... 

Rude interruption this SUNDAY morning. 8:50am.  LOUD jet 

roaring overhead.  South Lopez. 

They run late into the night, and now first thing in the morning. 

No business should be allowed to run like this 

9am.  Huge jet booming from NASWI.  After two days of day and 

night roaring, looks like we are in for it again. The war on our 

region by the Navy continues. 

So loud even with headphones on in the house it made me jump!  

Great for families trying to get their kids to sleep! 

S Lopez: Walking.  Crushing noise and  heavy jet exhaust floating 

across Rosario Straits. 

S Lopez: 80.8 decibels  - no FCLP's scheduled 

9:05am.  Very loud jet overhead.  Extended roar. Goes forever.... 

9:13am.  June 13. Another rumbling roar and sound wave 

vibration strikes us.  South Lopez. 

Jet rumbling in the air.  Deep rumble.  Annoying to be outside. Sounds like jets taking off 

and roaming around. 

S Lopez: 66.8 decibels Everything is rattling 

9:20am, June 13.  Again, rumbling jet noise, roaring, sound wave vibrations heard and 

felt.  What does this do to our bodies? 

9:22am, June 13.  Again, rumbling jet noise, roaring, sound wave vibrations. 

S. Lopez: 69.7 decibels - Nothing scheduled - perhaps they are headed for the Olympic 

Peninsula 

Sperry Road, Lopez: 9:30am, 9:37am - two separate flights of 2 Growlers - 3,000 feet 

estimated - extremely loud.  Out for a quiet walk - it was not to be. 

Sperry Rd, Lopez: Overflight - approximately 5,000 feet.  Crushingly LOUD 

Low altitude flyover right over south Lopez. Deafening. 

9:33am,6/12. BIG blast of jet noise, roaring. Still roaring. Still roaring.Now it seems to be 

arcing over us. Mud Bay. Screaming jet. SCREAMING. STILL ROARING as it moves away. 

Starting the morning with a jet screaming over our home.  Absolutely overwhelming every 

other sound in the home.  This is abuse. 

Two flyovers, 9:33 and 9:34 a.m. Deafening. Can't concentrate on any work when this is 

going on. 

9:35am. 6/12.  Here is a second Growler overhead, right after the other.  Screaming and 

roaring.  This is painful. 

Just reported one screaming jet, and now a second SCREAMING Growler is over our 

home.  Mud Bay.  TOO LOUD.  The roaring takes a long while to die down. The arrogant 

Navy denies any impact. But this NOISE is harmful. Blame Larsen, Cantwell and Murray. 

Several low level overflights 
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S Lopez: 68.4 decibels - Delaying morning walk - hoping for quiet. 

9:44am, June 13.  Again, low jet rumbling, deep roaring, sound 

wave vibrations hit us.  South Lopez. 

Noise and vibration much like a sonic boom. Repeated. Very 

disturbing, like a shock wave. 

S Lopez: 70 decibels in the house 

9:52am. June 13  ANOTHER rumbling roar from NASWI.  Sound 

wave vibrations from 14 miles away.  Disgusting. 

S Lopez: 69.4 decibels - crushing noise. 

Low altitude flyover right over south Lopez. Less than half an hour 

after the last one. The ground rumbles. 

S Lopez: 65 decibels 

Jet directly above us.  Mud Bay.  Ear-piercing screaming and 

roaring. This is ABUSE by the arrogant Navy.  Now the follow-up 

roar as it moves west. 

S Lopez: Overflight 71.5 decibels 

9:58am.  Loud Navy jet noise in the sky.  I am in the trees, so it is 

unseen, but it is loud and long, like the growler jets.  South Lopez 

S Lopez: 84.6 decibels - Overflight 

Interrupted my lovely morning. Buttheads 

9:59am. June 12.One second ago I reported a growler over head.  

Now here is a second jet above us.  Shrieking, screaming and 

roaring.  There is no way to shut out the noise.This is harmful. 

Blame Cantwell, Murray, Larsen. 

Two more flyovers on S Lopez, 9:57 and 9:59 a.m. That's half an hour after the previous 

two. Deafening. I work from home. It stops my work. Can't concentrate. You're killing 

productivity here. 

S Lopez: Overflight - 84.4 decibels - everything shaking 

Wrecked my morning 

Very loud and visible but no vibration today...sky with few clouds to increase the bounce-

back affect. Am still hearing the noise at 10:05! 

Constant loud blasts of noise for several minutes. Also several loud flyovers while we 

walked trails. 

10:05am, July 14.  We are being attacked.  Third loud jet within minutes of each other. 

10:05am.  Loud jet rumbling and roaring in the sky is persistent.  Irritating.  I am listening 

to music while working, but the jet noise competes with the music. 

Another Growler flying west to east, extremely loud and lasting noise! 

S Lopez: Walking - Overflight of 2 Growlers - They are actually fairly quiet - proving that 

they do not have to be rattling our homes and bodies. 

S Lopez: 68.6 decibels - 

S Lopez: 83 decibels in the house 

Third low-altitude flyover right over south Lopez in less than an hour. I feel like a prisoner 

of the Navy. 

Jets over low and loud 

It's a noisy morning.  Another rumbling roar from Whidbey. 

S Lopez: 85 decibels - crushing noise in the house. 

10:33am.  Jet roaring across South Lopez.  Very loud, with unending roaring. 
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10:40am.  The skies continue to roar with jet noise from 

Whidbey.  Everpresent thunder. 

Very loud jet noise around the South end of Lopez right now.  I 

am inside, but I hear this persistent roaring as if the growler is not 

directly over us, but roaring not that far away.  On an island, 

surrounded by water, every sound is amplified. 

Very loud jet overhead.  Roaring right into our home. 

Long and loud flyover 

More jet roaring over South Lopez.  This has been a noisy 

morning, distracting me from my work. 

Jet roaring again.  It is echoing off the water and the hills, making 

it sound like it is everywhere. 

S Lopez: 76.8 decibels 

Growler directly over us.  All I can say is that there has been one 

round after another of screaming, shrieking jets overhead this 

morning.  This is domestic terrorism perpetrated by the Navy.  

They think nothing of us.  Just unimportant casualties. 

S Lopez: 11-11:20am - 75 decibels - steady ROAR 

multiple fly overs at higher altitudes lasting into the mid-

afternoon 

S Lopez: 63.7 decibels 

2 Growlers overhead with their ROARING! Still can hear them at 

11:11! 

11:09am.  Very loud jet noise in the skies.  Steady Roaring quite 

near by.  I am inside, so cannot see what's around. 

S Lopez: Monday, 54.4 decibels 

11:10am, June 14.  The skies are roaring.  There is a lot of noise rolling around from jet 

activity at NASWI. 

Started to ride my bike to the Village, but turned around and returned home. The jet 

noise in the sky is so loud that I can't determine the difference between the jet noise and 

the noise of a car coming up behind me.  Not very safe. Go Away Jets! 

11:17am.  Quiet for a minute, and then is roaring again.  I was on a conference call and 

this was disrupting my ability to hear the conversation. 

11:18am June 18.  Was outside.  Suddenly two SCREAMING growler jets over Mud Bay.  

EAR-splitting.  DEAFENING. I had to come inside.These are harmful and dangerous when 

flown over populated areas. NAVY: Be honest about the noise. 

Jet roaring LOUDLY overhead. TOOOOO    LOUD LOUD LOUD 

S Lopez: Steady Jet noise 60 - 75 decibels - 11:20am - 2:55pm 

11:21am. 6/2.  The jet rumbling from NASWI continues this morning.  Right now there is 

rumbling,  a very long, loud, echoing rumble. 

Southend Store, Lopez: Overflight 90+ decibels. Frightening. 

Growler flying low over South Lopez land. I thought this flight path wasn't allowed. 

Overpowering, screaming loud. 

11:32am.  Lots of jet noise in the air.  South Lopez. 

Rumbling most of the morning.  Now we are experiencing a loud rumble and vibration of 

jet noise. South Lopez. 

YET ANOTHER LOUD JET flying over South end of Lopez.  All morning we have been a war 

zone. Thanks to legislators who are unwilling to protect us from a bully Navy that writes 

specious EIS reports. 
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Jet roaring in the sky. Jet is flying near us, but not directly 

overhead.  Still, very deep rumble and noisy. 

For hours this went on. Please note, Hill Island, Goose Island: Bird 

Sanctuaries. Whale Rock: Seal Lions Sanctuary. Mummy Rock Seal 

Sanctuary. Not any more. A sad state of affairs 

Two growlers directly over Mud Bay.  Loud approach.  Screaming 

over us, loud roar as they go round the bend. What are they 

doing?  Sightseeing? I have NO TRUST in the Navy's blatherings.  

Tired of paying for a military that abuses us. 

11:45am.  This morning the jet noise has been persistent.  Like a 

war going on about 10 miles away. 

Growler so loud it makes the whole earth rumble. The navy is 

harming the health of American land, water, air, people. 

11:50am.  Growler flying directly over Lopez Village.  Big roar as it 

approaches and flies over, then ear-splitting deep roar as it 

moves away.  We had to stop our conversation. 

SCREAMING growler over us. 11:50am. As it moves across the 

sky, away from us, it begins its loud deep roar. Goes on and on 

and on. 

Loud jet noise over the south end of Lopez. 11:51am, June 12. 

Agate Beach Lopez: Overflight of two Growlers - deafening 

Extended rumble and vibration coming from Whidbey.  Deep 

roar, goes on and on and on. 

11:59am.  I have to report again that the jet noise continues.  

Roaring, then rumbling, then roaring.  A morning of NOISE! 

More loud jet noise.  I have to leave home in order to get writing work done. Maybe the 

Library in the Village will be quiet. 

Agate Beach, Lopez:  Yet another crushing flight of two Growlers overhead at the County 

Park. Visitors were aghast. 

12:05pm.  We are enduring persistent deep roaring in the skies, as if jets are continuously 

taking off and rolling around the skies. 

12:11pm  LOUD JET over South Lopez. 

S Lopez:  79.8 decibels in the house 

S Lopez: 75.3 decibels.  12:13pm - 12:42pm - constant LASTS AND ROARS - 66.8 decibels - 

74.6 decibels 

12:14pm.  Continuing to experience loud jet noise from unseen jets..taking off, roaming 

around.  Continuous roaring. 

June 24, 12:14.  ROARING and SCREAMING growler overhead.  Blocks out conversation. 

Noisy sky.  Getting intense jet rumblings from Whidbey. 

12:16. Very loud jet noise in the sky.  Booming and roaring.  Lopez Village.  Tourists next 

to me commented on it negatively. They say they have also been bothered by jets while 

camping at Spencer Spit. 

There is a loud roaring noise coming from Whidbey.  Intense. 

Very loud jet roaring somewhere over us.  I am inside, but the noise runs right into my 

home.  Trying to work.  Distracted. 

S Lopez: 82.3 decibels - walking - the noise is terrible 

Chadwick Marsh, Natl. Monument, Lopez: 76.8 decibels - ROARING! 

S Lopez: 12:27pm - 62 decibels 
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Rumbling from NASWI.  A big long one.  Jet taking off? 

12:39pm.  South Lopez.  Jet noise in the skies.  So loud I can hear 

it inside, though doors and windows are shut. 

12:30pmThere is so much jet rumbling going on outside that 

inside it sounds like the dishwasher is running right here in the 

living room.   That jet noise is too loud. 

S Lopez: 12:40pm, 12:42pm, 12:45pm, 12:58pm, - Sounds like 

Ault Field takeoffs headed for OLF and noise making at Coupeville 

12:40pm.  Growler jet roaring echoing all around us. Very loud 

and annoying. As if the jet is getting ready to land here. 

S Lopez: 65.4 decibels in the house. 

S Lopez: Overflight - 7th one today - 76 decibels 

Aircraft flyovers and run ups are shaking the house. has been off 

and on since yesterday morning, until late night, and again today.  

Cannot do any thing outside on this beautiful day because of the 

disturbances. 

S Lopez: 12:50pm Overflight. 84.5 decibels 

12:52am.  I am buried in the woods here, 15-16 miles away from 

NASWI, yet I hear and feel the jet noise.  Jets rumbling and 

roaring in the skies today. Two seconds of peace followed by 

more rumbling and roaring. 

Chadwick Hill, Natl. Monument, Lopez: 12:53pm - 1: 02pm. 81.6 

decibels - overflight.  - INcredibly loud. 

S lopez: Yet another LOUD OVERFLIGHT. 76.2 decibels - 

continuing periodic ROARS 12:55PM - 4:12PM 

S Lopez: 82.2 decibels in the house. These GIANT BLASTS  affect our adrenalin.  Very hard 

to live a peaceful life in a war zone environment. 

12:59pm. SCREAMING SCREAMING Roaring jet overhead.  I am inside and it feels and 

sounds like it is going to land on our house. With more roaring the jet moves away with a 

very loud roar. Growler noise. 

S Lopez: 79.3 overflight 

Biiiiiiiiiig LOUD booming roar from jet activity at NASWI. 

1:00pm. Jet roaring continues.  Is it going to be going on all Day?  This is horrible. 

S Lopez: 73.6 decibels - overflight 

Chadwick Hill Natl. Monument, Lopez island: 1:02pm - 2:45pm- Constant ROARS AND 

OVERFLIGHTS - Again, sounds like :unscheduled" FCLP. 77.6 decibels 

Loud jet roaring overhead.  Lough Lopez. 1:04pm, June 18 

Big booming noise from jet activity at NASWI.  Right here in Lopez Village. 

Incredible roar from jet over Lopez Village.  A Growler roar.  Lasted a long time. 

Jet engine rumbling with vibrating sound waves. 

BOOOOOOOMMMMMM.  BOOOOOOOMMMMMM.  BOOOOOOOMMMMM. 

BOOOOOOMMMMMMM.  That is what we are hearing and feeling right now from 

Whidbey. 

S Lopez: 1:15 - 2:30pm CONSTANT ROARS 

First we get the jet engine rumbling, probably from take-off, and now we have the jet 

flying over us.  South Lopez. TOO LOUD! 

S Lopez: Overflight - 83.8 decibels 
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1:18pm, June 28. SCREAMINGLY LOUD GROWLER overhead. 

Hands over ears! Long roar as it moves away. Is this the way we 

are supposed to live? Hands over ears? Noise cancelling 

headphones? 

Intense jet roaring above and around us. Jet noise bounces off 

the water and the hills.  South end of Lopez. 

S Loepz: Overflight 75 - 80 decibels 

Deafening loud jet overhead.  South Lopez.  A long long scream 

and roar. 

S Lopez: 78.6 overflight 

S Lopez: 65.3 decibels 

1:23pm, Sunday.  VERY LOUD jet overhead.  South Lopez.  A very 

long roar coming, and then overhead, and we are STILL hearing 

the roar of its disappearance.  GROWLER! Drowned out the TV. 

There is invasive jet noise in the skies all around us.  I have to 

report it because it is so unbearable to live in this environment of 

continuous ROARING. 

Working today; riding my bike during lunch hour. Distracted by 

sudden big jet roaring.  Thought it was a truck or something 

behind me.  Disoriented. Started swerving This jet noise from 

growlers is dangerous. 

Not only do we have jet noise from jets roaring above us, but now 

we are getting the rumbles and sound wave vibrations hitting our 

home.  This is not freedom, this is domestic terrorism. 

Another huge roar from Whidbey from jet activity.  Thundering. 

Loud roaring coming from Whidbey.  The noise travels right across the water and hits us, 

miles away.  This is not right.  It is abuse. 

Intense rumbling vibrations experienced from Whidbey. 

Sounds as if jets are taking off one after another, or engine run-ups.  But whatever it is, it 

is deep noise that gets into us. 

One right after the other.  We are getting blasted by Whidbey jet engines this afternoon. 

1:47pm.  South Lopez. 

Loud roaring in the skies this afternoon.  The jet noise bounces everywhere, filling the air 

and my head with jet roaring! 

Working inside, went outside for a breath of air.  Mistake.  The skies are full of jet noise.  

JETS COULD BE MILES AWAY, BUT THE DEEP ROAR IS FILLING THE AIR. 

Loud insistent jet noise while I am outside.  South Lopez. 

Navy can't find its way home flying over the center of Lopez instead, stopping the tourists 

and visitors wondering what was going on 2 Growlers 

Very loud jet roaring over south Lopez.  Because we have low ambient noise, the Navy 

jets really crush the noise level.  In other words, they are extra loud.  growlers are the 

loudest jets, anyway. 

We NEVER agreed to be pawns in your War Games!! I demand that you STOP ABUSING US 

ON LOPEZ ISLAND!!! WE DID NOT AGREE TO BE USED BY THE NAVY FOR PRACTICE!!! Fly 

overs throughout the last three days EXTREMELY LOUD!! MY EARS ARE RINGING!! ABUSE! 

2:06pm, July 13. You cannot tell me that the incredible shriek of the Growler that is now 

flying over is  not harmful and dangerous.  Now the huge roar as it turns. Mud Bay. The 

Navy considers us as acceptable casualties.  For What? 

2:11pm.  So, now here is ANOTHER screaming Growler over Mud Bay. "If we can't kill 

them the first time, we'll keep at it."  Motto of the Navy against US citizens. 
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Absolutely deafening jets no more than 1500 feet above our 

home!!���. At least 2 of them maybe 3 

2:13pm.  So here we are with the THIRD jet screaming over us, in 

as many minutes.  This is ABUSE by the NAVY.  Growlers are NOT 

appropriate for this populated region. 

Multiple flyovers from growlers- had to cover our ears while 

trying to enjoy sitting outside having lunch on a beautiful day. 

Quality of life is  impossible without natural silence and the sound 

of birdsong.The Navy's not entitled to destroy this! 

S Lopez: 69.6 decibels 

2:17pm.  Along with a day full of jets roaring around, we are again 

enduring huge rumbling vibrating sound waves from Whidbey. 

S Lopez; 72.8 decibels 

2:20pm.  Jet rumbling in the sky.  Loud. 

Low flying growler heading north over Aleck Bay. Very, very loud. 

Chadwick Marsh, Natl. Monument, Lopez: Extremely loud 

overflight - looks like gear down, 80+ decibels 

S Lopez: 71.6 decibels  The ROARS AND BLASTS from the Growlers 

are jarring and make our home so stressful. 

There is deep jet roaring filling the air.  Was sitting outside.  had 

to come in because it was so disturbing. 

Friday afternoon  bicycle ride.  On Sperry road to enjoy the view 

and the shoreline. NOT.  Loud jet rumblings from Whidbey 

spoiled it. Constant thundering.  We did not stay. 

Sounds like more than 1 growler overhead disrupting conversation! 

Weed whacking but the noise of the Growler exceeded mine. I thought I was going to 

have to cover my ears. 

STOP ABUSING US ON LOPEZ WITH YOUR WAR GAMES PRACTICE!!! WE NEVER AGREED 

TO BE YOUR HUMAN GUINEA PIGS!! LEAVE US OUR PEACE!!! Rumble and extremely loud 

roaring. Set my ears ringing 

Airport noise running in the background almost continuously today, in addition to 

punctuated extremely loud flights. Continuous airport noise is extremely wearing. 

Again, loud jet noise.  Had to come inside since it was so annoying. Who wants to listen to 

thunder on and on and on? 

Jet roaring like thunder in the skies.  Not for 5 seconds, but for minutes on end. South end 

of Lopez. 

2:45pm.  Thought I would enjoy the vistas on Cape St Mary Road.  However the jet noise 

rumblings were loud and bothersome. very disappointed with my tour of the south end of 

Lopez due to the noise. 

S Lopez: Overflight 78.6 decibels 

There is low jet noise rumbling that is persistent. 

The skies have been filled with noise the past minutes, and it is still thundering in right 

now.  Do I have to wear ear protection inside my home to avoid being disturbed and 

distracted? 

3:07pm.  Even inside I can hear and feel the steady jet roar that is in the sky. 

There is a very loud roaring of jet activity to the south.  It is a penetrating roar. 

This afternoon on South Lopez has been a matter of low rumbling that seems ever 

present, like trains or thunder rumbling around the sky.  Very distracting and 

uncomfortable. 
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Was outside talking with a contractor and we had to raise our 

voices to be heard over the noise of jet activity in the skies.  This 

is SO WRONG for this area.  So far away from Whidbey but we are 

blasted by jet noise. 

In a meeting and my ability to track the conversation is affected 

by jet noise rumbling that is MORE than just background noise.  

Inside, but the jet noise is too loud to be shut out. 

Two jets visible south of me over Lopez Island.  Flying TOO LOW! 

TWO Growler jets screaming and roaring over us, heading from 

north to south.  Could hear them screaming as they approached, 

ROARING over us, and still raring as they have now disappeared.  

These jets are WRONG for flying over this populated area. 

Very low rumble and then very loud ongoing ROAR.  That's what 

we've got going right now. For anyone who has every been in an 

earthquake, this kind of noise makes you (me) jump, wondering 

What's Going On. Then you figure it out.  It's a damn growler. 

Watmough Bight, Lopez: Overflight 80 decibels over the National 

Monument. 

S Lopez: 62.7 decibels - walking - no FCLP's scheduled at Ault until 

night (9:30Pm?) 

The thunder from Whidbey jet activity is still rolling into our 

home. 

Very loud jet overhead. Lopez South end. 

There is SO MUCH jet noise in the skies.  It is just ROARING 

outside.  Sounds like a lot of jet activity just south of us.  We can't 

see jets, but they are certainly blasting their way into our hearing! 

Stop abusing LOPEZ ISLAND!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES!!! 

STOP THIS ABUSE NOW!!! I have a constant headache from the constant fly overs!! Leave 

us in PEACE!! THE PEACE WE SOUGHT IT MOVING AWAY FROM CITIES!!! 

Cape Saint Mary, Lopez: 4:06pm, 4:10pm, 4:12pm, 4:21pm Series of huge booms, blasts 

and overflights. 

Roaring jet overhead.  Characteristic growler roaring. 

4:21pm.  Loud jet overhead.  Mud Bay.  VERY LOUD.  GO AWAY! 

4:21pm, June 25.  Screaming and roaring above us, Growler.  The noise is absolutely 

penetrating .  Turning the San Juans into a war zone.  Is that the goal? 

Here we are again,  loud jet roaring somewhere overhead.  I am inside and hear it clearly. 

South End Store.  Getting out of my car and scream and roar of jet overhead pounds into 

me. 

Jet noise everywhere in the skies.  The air is filled with this roiling noise.  Inescapable. 

Low rumble almost continuously most of the day. We didn't sign up for living next to an 

airport. We are hostages of war-games. 

S Lopez: Steady "WARZONE NOISE"  all afternoon. 65 - 75 decibles 

S Lopez: 76 decibels in the house 

2 growlers flying right over the center of the island. (Since when is this allowed?) 

Earsplitting, roaring, rumbling, screaming loud. Interrupted conversation, we had to put 

our hands over our ears to stop the pain. 

Wrecked a lovely day 

4:39pm, June 10. Mud Bay.  TWO GROWLERS DIRECTLY OVERHEAD SCREAMING AND 

ROARING, FLYING TO THE WEST.  SO LOUD I HAD TO COVER MY EARS.  THIS IS TERROR 
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AND ABUSE. I BLAME MURRAY, CANTWELL AND LARSEN FOR 

IGNORING THIS.  THEY ARE IN THE NAVY'S POCKET. 

Very loud jet over Mud Bay.  Long roar on approach, screaming, 

long roar   as it moves along.  Deafening. 

S Lopez: 65.6 decibels 

Loud jet noise in the skies.  There is a war going on very near 

here. This is not what I moved to Lopez for.  The Navy is a very 

bad neighbor.  Legislators have sold us out. 

S Lopez: Overflight - 75 decibels 

Several low flyovers, very loud. Many others during the day 

Ear splitting! And then a second jet before I could file this report! 

And now a third! This is awful!!! 

Loud jet over South Lopez.  Long roar, typical of a Growler.  The 

noise is bouncing around the air. 

Jet rumbling in the sky.  Consistent and noisy.  South Lopez. 

S Lopez: 86.1 decibels in the house! 

We are getting a lot of jet noise right now.  The roaring is just 

rolling around the sky. It goes on and on and on. 

5:06pm  DEAFENING jet roar over Mud Bay, Lopez Island.  I am 

inside, and the house was filled with jet noise. It is stiill roaring as 

I write this.  Still roaring. 

Deafening flyover right over S Lopez. Roaring completely disrupts 

otherwise reflective moments beside the water. This is injurious 

to mental health! 

S Lopez: Walking to Natl. Monument land - Crushing noise and also exhaust smell - 

overflight 86.4 decibels 

S Lopez: 5:16pm, 5:19pm - 70 decibel overflights 

Loud jet overhead, with a rolling roaring noise as the jet noise bounces off the water and 

the hills.  The long roar of the growler, where the noise lasts longer than the jet's 

presence. 

Jet roaring, South Lopez.  Very loud.  Sounds like it is circling us, but that is likely the 

bouncing of sound off the water, That is what makes the growler so awful: its own roar 

and then the echoing. 

A day of noise, and here it is again.  Echo-y jet noise bouncing around the air.  The noise is 

everywhere. 

Here we go again. 5:20pm.  More jet roaring, the noise is everywhere. Get these roaring 

monsters out of here, away from where people live! 

Watching the seals at Shark Reef. Low rumble of jets permeate the air. Thousands of Birds 

on Goose Island take flight. Another evening ruined. 

S Lopez: 84.3 decibles, Overflight 

AGAIN:  6:04pm, June 10.  TWO SCREAMING ROARING GROWLER JETS OVER MUD BAY, 

HEADING WEST.  THE NOISE IS PENETRATING. WE ARE IN A WAR ZONE THANKS TO 

MURRAY, CANTWELL AND LARSEN, BOUGHT BY THE ARROGANT NAVY. 

Low flyover right over south end of Lopez. Earsplitting! Stop harming our health and well-

being this way! 

6:09pm.  Here we go again.  A day of noise. Just when you think it's over, here comes 

more noise. 

S Lopez: 6:15pm 60.6 decibels - the noise begins again. 
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Growler flyover right over south end of Lopez. Earsplitting. 

Covered our ears to stop the pain. 

Another loud jet overhead.  South Lopez.  Long drawn out shriek. 

S Lopez: 65 decibels 

Today is apparently the day the Navy is harassing Lopez 

Island....as usual. Right now we have yet more jet noise bouncing 

around the skies as jets go over Lopez. Doors closed, windows 

closed and the noise penetrates our home. 

S. Lopez: 72.6 decibels - 

7:10pm. Loud jet engine roar from Whidbey. 

7:11pm.  Too much jet noise outside for an after-dinner walk.  

Growler overflight RIGHT NOW.  SCREAM.  ROAR. SHRIEK>>>!!!!! 

7:21pm.  The jet roaring continues.  Jet over South Lopez. 

S Lopez: 71.5 decibels OVERFLIGHT 

S Lopez: 7:30 - 8:15pm  Steady ROARING - 75 decibel range. 

Loud jet overhead.  South Lopez. 

7:40pm.  ANOTHER JET ROAR DISTURBS THIS EVENING. 

Disruptive! 

7:49pm.  Loud jet screaming and roaring over Mud Bay, Lopez. 

Deafening, penetrating right into out home. 

We are hearing very loud jet noise from Whidbey.  It is 7:57pm. 

South Lopez. 

Very loud jet flying overhead.  Fisherman Bay.  Looooooong roar.  Not a commercial 

plane. 

Enjoying a peaceful evening listening to birds sing evening songs until a military jet flies 

low over South Lopez. Overpowering. Where’s the peace? 

Didn't see the aircraft. I was inside but the noise was still very loud even with windows 

closed 

Low Greowler over Lopez Village disturbing mother and infant!!! 

Blowing wind can't stop multiple take off landins being heard all afternoon and now at 

10:30PM! Try and get some rest 

Let us ALONE!!! WE DON'T WANT TO BE PAWNS IN YOUR WAR GAMES!!! STOP ABUSING 

LOPEZ ISLAND!!! MY EARS RING ALL DAY LONG FROM YOUR FLIGHTS. STOP IT PLEASE!!! 

I came home to some screaming noise of Navy F-18s overhead for a while, then had a 

break, but now it's back, shattering the otherwise beautiful evening.  Ruinous, harmful 

sounds of warfare-  all the time.  Anacortes near ferry terminal 

8:41pm.  We have had jet action and noise ALL DAY, and now it is evening.  More noise.  

Loud jet noise rolling around in the sky.  ROAR. ROAR  ROAR. 

8:40PM.  JETS RUMBLING IN THE AIR.  I CUT SHORT MY WALK.  IT IS JUST TOO 

DISTURBING TO DEAL WITH CONSTANT THUNDER. 

8:46pm.  ANOTHER Growler jet roaring overhead.  Going northeast over Mud Bay.  TOO 

LOUD!!!!!!!! It's trailing roar continues, and continues, and continues...... 

Two days in a row without a break from your WAR GAMES PRACTICE USING US AS YOUR 

PAWNS!!! STOP ABUSING US!!! I HAVE A CONSTANT MIGRAINE FROM YOUR JETS!! STOP 

IT NOW! 

S Lopez: 68.6 decibels @ 9:02pm, Continuing at 9:03pm, 9:10pm in the 78decibel range 

9:02pm, Thursday.  VERY LOUD jet overhead.   VERY LOUD.  Do you hear me?  TOO LOUD. 
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9:04pm. After a long day of work, would like to sit outside and 

enjoy this lovely evening.  But DO YOU HEAR THAT JET ROAR from 

Whidbey?  It is AWFUL to sit outside.  Plan ruined. 

S Lopez: A final BLAST for the night. 

Scaring my pets and setting my teeth on edge.   Hideous racket.   

Anacortes near WA Park. 

9:17pm. June 12.  The jet noise from Whidbey (sounds like jets 

taking off) is very loud. Deep roaring coming right into our home. 

Is this ANOTHER night of sleeping with all windows closed?  Even 

that does not block the noise. 

One minute of testing engines. Stopped a very pleasant evening 

again. No place for this 

9:20pm.  One right after another.  Jet noise rolling into our home 

this evening, right now. 

Nearly continuous rumbling all evening, more than an hour. Our 

quiet evening is stolen from us. House and ground vibrate, 

disturbing all living things. 

Dusk on a beautiful evening and it begins- creepy thunder from 

the south.  Growlers killing the peace 

9:22pm.  ANOTHER loud jet over South Lopez. 

Very loud and intrusive even inside the hiuse 

S Lopez: 74.8 decibels 

9:22pm.  Now we have a loud jet overhead.  First the ROAR of 

take off, and then we get overflights.  War Zone. 

I was trying to sleep, but the roaring of jet noise is just too much, so I am up.  It is 

annoying, distracting, troubling. 9:24pm. It is like the whirring of a nearby washing 

machine on constant spin cycle, on and on and on and on. 

Ready for bed and there is JET NOISE?  How am I supposed to sleep? With headphones on 

to cancel the noise?  GO AWAY! 

9:25pm.  There is very deep roaring going on . Jet noise from Whidbey.  I feel the 

vibrations from jet engines...take-offs?. 

S Lopez: 9:25pm - 10:47pm - steady noise in 65 -75 decibel range -n the house - sleep not 

possible 

9:26pm. Navy is still abusing us.  Tremendous roars and vibrations coming at us.  

Apparently they are taking off, because then we get jet overflight noise, too.  South 

Lopez. 

So they are still at it.  How unsettling. 

After running all evening, the sound & vibration are intensifying. It’s 9:30 pm! Let us wind 

down & get some sleep! 

S Lopez: Monday,  Another 5 days of noise coming this week. Tonight the Growlers are 

keeping us awake from: 9:30 pm - 11pm 

S Lopez: 9:30pm - 12:15 am (June 26).  Another night of waiting until the noise stops so 

we can try to sleep. 

S Loepz: 9:30pm - 11pm - Constant ROARING and BLASTING 

S Lopez: 9:30pm - 11pm  the Roaring FINALLY ends at 11pm 

9:39pm.  The roaring and vibrations from Jet activity at NASWI continue.  We are rattling 

here at 9:39pm. 

S Lopez: 9:43pm - Yet another LOUD overflight. 
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There we have it again, more jet rumbling in the skies, coming 

right into my home. 9:45pm 

S lopez:  9:47pm LOUD CRUSHING OVERFLIGHT.  67.1 decibels 

Right now, huge roaring vibration comes right through the house 

from Whidbey.  Today I told someone looking at real estate that 

they shouldn't move to Lopez.  It is a Navy war zone. 

It is 9:52pm, June 25.  The skies are ROARING with jet noise.  It is 

constant thunder. How is a person to sleep? South end of Lopez? 

The Navy is waging war on us. 

S Lopez: 10 - 10:15pm Steady roaring 65 - 75 decibels 

10:01pm, June 14.  Now a second jet above us.  LOUD ROARING 

AND SCREAMING.  Tourists should be advised to wear ear 

protection when if coming to Lopez.  This is criminal. 

It is 10:08pm.  There is excessive noise coming from Whidbey, as 

if there are jets simply swirling around in circles.  The noise and 

vibrations come in waves. This is likely noise from the Navy's 

abuse of Coupeville. 

Noise at 10:05 pm, 10:06 pm, 10:07 pm. With each, earth 

shudders & house vibrates. If we can feel it This much, imagine 

what it is doing to the animals and bird and water creatures. In 

daytime it’s unconscionable. At nighttime it’s just plain cruel. 

S Lopez: HUGE ROAR - Screaming Growlers ended around 11pm. 

10:26pm.  The roaring from Whidbey continues.  The noise is 

invading my home.  How can I think of sleeping when this is going 

on? 

10:32pm.  Jet noise continues. No way to sleep. 

More distant roaring for hours but woken from sleep by screaming roars, Anacortes near 

ferry terminal.  Disgraceful 

We’re trying to sleep here!!! One after another the jets disturb our night 

10:47pm.  I have to report that the jet noise continues to rumble through my home. There 

is jet activity on Whidbey, that is quite obvious.  As if they are just running jets around. 

Look at this TIME STAMP!! THE NAVY TOLD TGE PRESS THERE WOULD BE NO NIGHT 

FLIGHTS...NOTHING AFTER DARK!! LIARS!!! IT IS NEARLY 11PM!! LEAVE US ALONE!!! STOP 

ABUSING LOPEZIANS!!! 

Rumbling this morning.  Now hearing/feeling a big rumble, as if a Growler is taking off. 

Getting louder. I am so tired of living in a place that sounds like I am right next to I-5. 

10:59pm.  Can't sleep with the window open.  There is too much jet rumbling noise in the 

air. 

Low distant roar from across the water, over and over again. Feeling the pain of Whidbey 

residents 

It is 11:01pm and the jet noise that is coming into our home is LOUD and disturbing. 

Whidbey is firing up all its jets right now, it seems. I am going to report each roaring burst, 

because experience tells me they won't quit. 

All day since late morning until now- late night, we have heard the incessant roar of 

FCLP's from NAS Whidbey- probably at OLF, disrupting our concentration. We grieve for 

residents of Coupeville, who are enduring much greater torture than us... 

Ongoing FCLP activity at NAS Whidbey. Happening all day, with flyovers over south end of 

Lopez. Now  is the time for sleep, but not possible due to ongoing growler activity. Who 

will hear our voices? The Navy does not listen! 

Loud jet overhead.  Cloudy, could not see it. Doors and windows closed and still the jet 

noise runs right into our home. 

11:15pm.  Yep, here is another blast of jet noise. 
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Way after hours. More sleep disturbed. I'll bet the pilots get to 

sleep in 

11:16pm. Rumbling of jet activity from Whidbey 

Another loud jet overhead. Cloudy and rainy, so I cannot see it, 

but the noise is over Mud Bay on Lopez. Typical Growler noise. 

Deep deep roaring. 

S Lopez: 11:21PM - HUGE ROAR AND OVERFLIGHT - Woke us all 

up. WHY!!!! 

What's going on!  ANOTHER loud navy jet overhead. Is the blitz 

on?  Big roaring. South Lopez. 

Loud rumble and disruptive noise  from NAS Whidbey over 

several hours. We are going to bed, with no hope for a peaceful 

night's sleep. Our elected representatives must address this 

intolerable situation! 

11:37pm.  Jet roaring continues. 

11:39pm.  The rumbling from Whidbey continues.  Do I have to 

wear noise cancelling headphones in my own home because of 

the Navy's arrogance? 

Rain pouring down, but it cannot mask the sleep disrupting 

sounds from FCLP growler practices at NAS Whidbey. We live in a 

new Dark Ages, in which the Navy obliterates the rights of citizens 

to live without the harmful effects of their practices! 

Cannot sleep with the disruptive noise coming from NAS 

Whidbey. The navy has no concern for citizens and their right to a 

good night's sleep! The abuse from NAS Whidbey is criminal. Our 

elected officials must step up and protect us! 

Disrupted activity by noise from the jet 

SCARY VIBRATION AND HUMMING/RUMBLING SOUND 

Roar of jet disrupted activity. 

damn. Can't even have some quiet morning time without these jets making noise. 

Long, sustained noise even from inside the house with windows closed. 

Noises off and on all day and last week 

loud enough to disrupt phone conversation trying to make an appointment 

had conversation with San Juan islands visitors from Idaho. They love the San Juans but 

were shocked at noise from jets. 

had guests this weekend. Twice the jets flew over and caused disruption to our activities. 

This report is submitted by Quiet Skies over San Juan 

County. 

www.quietskies.info 

 

 


